Common Measures in Mental Health Science: the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)

In June 2020, the National Institute of Mental Health and Wellcome reached a landmark agreement to require the use of a common set of measurement tools in the research they fund. Since then, the International Alliance of Mental Health Research Funders has supported a wide group of funders and journals to join the effort, supported by an expert advisory board.

The fundamental mission of the Common Measures in Mental Health Science initiative is to ensure that research leads to tangible improvements in the lives of people who experience mental health issues. Given the current, fragmented landscape of mental health data, there is a need to take pragmatic action to make mental health research easier to compare, communicate and interpret.

In the interest of transparency and collaboration, here, we are sharing the anonymised notes from the discussions that the Common Measures in Mental Health Science Advisory Committee (CMA) has had in 2021 specifically on PHQ-9.

CMA discussion regarding the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)


CMA were asked to share
- a) Their views on the concepts that underlie the questions in the PHQ-9
- b) Their views on how well these concepts are captured by the questions
- c) Their experience of using these questions with different populations
- d) What they thought might be missing and needed to get core concepts
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THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE PHQ-9 ACROSS CONTEXTS

- The PHQ was not developed as a psychometric instrument but more as a checklist for DSM.

- Regarding the three different components to depression (ACE model – activity, cognition, emotion), how many are core and how many are peripheral depends on the type of depression you’re trying to measure.


- PHQ worked better than expected when used in a rural setting in Ethiopia, but CMA member reported that they did have to separate items which involved multiple clauses, simplify responses + one item never works very well (Q8). But the validated cut-offs in rural/non-literate populations are much lower (5 or more for moderate MDD in Ethiopia and Ghana – separate validation studies).

- Generally, the PHQ-9 does not have good validity or case identification when used as individual items.

- It is often required (by ethics or services) to drop PHQ item 9 (suicide question) in certain settings (without referral pathways in place) – and culturally very sensitive (suicide is illegal in some religions/countries, if you ask it you’re moving from asking about MH to religion, belief, afterlife, can have impact on rapport/relationship).

- The PHQ-9 maps well onto the DSM construct of depression, but how valid is that construct in different cultural contexts/or even within the same context?

- The PHQ-9 works well in a clinical outpatient setting in Pakistan but the main aim was that it could be used in primary care settings, which is more rural in Pakistan – there, it doesn’t work because barriers to care, barriers to describing feeling ‘low’ etc and seeking out psychiatric help.

- The PHQ-9 fails if we try to disaggregate it into individual items because it was really intended to meet multiple DSM criteria. Also, if individual questions were asked in other kinds of configurative groupings with other domains of life, juxtaposed with questions about sleep or eating, they would likely mean something very different.
• The Depressed project looks at screening tools and how they perform compared with diagnostic tests. They advise against using PHQ-9 scores as an indication of diagnostic status. They also have studied how PHQ items 1 and 2 perform in different contexts. https://www.depressd.ca/publishedmanuscripts

• The double-barrelled nature of many of the questions is a problem. Many scale developers avoid this fastidiously (e.g., https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2015.03.022, https://doi.org/10.1177%2F1073191111411667). The PROMIS depression items are simple and short.

• The scale does not have an option between not at all and several days. Also, there is no option for people who experience something every day.

• In some contexts, it is culturally inappropriate to express depressive symptoms (e.g, studying post-natal depression in Pakistan) so have to use more somatic questionnaires like the SRQ – but PHQ useful for e.g. cost effectiveness evaluations, case versus non-case, clinical thresholds.
VIEWs On the Concepts That Underlie PHQ Questions

(0=not at all, 1=several days, 2=more than half the days, 3=nearly every day, 9=missing)

Feedback on Question 1 of the PHQ-9 (anhedonia)

“Over the last two weeks, how often have you been bothered by having little interest or pleasure in doing things?”

a) Views on the concepts that underlie the questions in the PHQ-9:

- Question is trying to get at Anhedonia, or a lack of drive to do things.
- Distress caused by symptoms (and/or impact on functioning), rather than just having them.
- This question, and indeed the whole of the PHQ, is basically an operationalization of the DSM criteria. There was an aspiration that you could get diagnoses by giving priority to the first two core symptoms. But core symptoms may not be the same across settings.

b) Views on how well these concepts are captured by the questions:

- Not clear if “bothered” relates to extent or impact of symptoms.
- Is it 'level of subjective distress' -- being bothered is definitely not a great indicator of functional impact.
- Adds complexity conflationg symptoms with functioning - if people have the symptom but no functional impact, how do they respond?
- 'bothered by' phrasing doesn't get at whether this is a change or whether a more constant state. Would need a question added (for all the pool of items potentially) that asks for how long have these symptoms been ongoing to get at whether this is new incident or more of a prevalent, longer case. To address this some CMA members reported asking 'change' in symptoms rather than general 'bothered by'.

c) Experience of using these questions with different populations:

- Many people think about this in relation to physical health not necessarily mental distress: ‘I don’t have interest’ is often interpreted as ‘I don’t feel well’.
- Regarding “pleasure” - When used in the Congo with pregnant women, they said “I understand what this means but it is just not how we think about it.
- Young adults find it quite confusing to try and disentangle the symptoms from the distress caused by symptoms.
In Ethiopia studies, the data suggest that respondents just ignore the ‘bothered by’ bit. (10th item on functioning is pretty useful to operationalise a ‘case’ rather than only the core symptoms).

d) What may be missing or needed to get core concepts:

- The concept of rumination, or thinking too much, is missing. It is so consistently found across cultures and contexts, reported by clinicians, but not part of the DSM.
- There has been some in depth work done in Ethiopia and irritability comes up again and again. In international diagnostic criteria, irritability is used in depression in adolescents and older people, but not working age people.
- Noise intolerance (comes up in Ethiopia) is part of the conceptualisation of depression but not part of the DSM.
- Lack/loss of motivation is one very often heard from young people.
- other missing constructs that were deemed important by CMA members: withdrawal, social isolation, anger, irritability.

Feedback on Questions on Somatic Symptoms in the PHQ-9 (sleep and appetite)

Question 3: Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by trouble falling or staying asleep or sleeping too much?

a) Views on the concepts that underlie the questions in the PHQ-9

- No added comments.

b) Views on how well these concepts are captured by the questions:

- Not sleeping enough/trouble falling asleep is driven by different factors than sleeping too much (rumination etc versus exhaustion). Also may be related to many things (see above).

c) Experience of using these questions with different populations:

- No added comments.

d) What may be missing or needed to get core concepts:

- We frequently simplify to ‘trouble falling asleep’.
• Probe further – related to generalized distress/MH problems/stress etc. So probe what is causing the change.
• Fitbits etc not useful because question is about ‘being bothered by’, not experiencing poor sleep per se. Subjective report typically more important for psychopathology (e.g., https://doi.org/10.5665/sleep.3834, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.smrv.2014.03.006).
• Actual interaction with a phone/watch during sleep hours might be more informative.

**Question 5: Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by poor appetite or overeating?**

a) Views on the concepts that underlie the questions in the PHQ-9:

• Best understood as a measure of ‘general wellness’.

b) Views on how well these concepts are captured by the questions:

• Less difficulty with this than with sleep. Easier for people to understand what we’re asking. But harder for people to sense their perception of appetite – particularly cross-culturally (e.g. rural Africa). Therefore harder to answer.

c) Experience of using these questions with different populations:

• Indigenous Australians didn’t resonate with binge eating; ‘sometimes it’s appropriate to binge eat’.
• Does the ‘bothered by’ get round this in different cultures? (potentially only when extreme, still harder to conceptualise).

**Somatic symptoms combined (sleep and appetite)**

a) Views on the concepts that underlie the questions in the PHQ-9:

• More than one somatic symptom is often indicative of an emotional problem but when taken one at a time, they become more problematic to interpret.
• Concepts themselves problematic as it is known these are key indicators of many MH conditions and stress. They are items that show up on PTSD, anxiety, parenting measures etc. They impact so many parts of life and their specificity to depression is low. OK in a general measure but can’t be pulled out.

b) Views on how well these concepts are captured by the questions:
• The somatic questions are related to nutritional deprivation and to physical health. These may be truly have nothing to do with distress and may truly be due to poor nutrition, lack of food, physical health ailments, HIV and other illnesses.

c) Experience of using these questions with different populations:

• In perinatal women in Ethiopia objectively defined measured anemia was unrelated to fatigue but depressive symptoms were more strongly predictive

Feedback on Question 9 in the PHQ-9 (suicide/suicidal ideation)

“Over the past 14 days, how often have you been bothered by thoughts you would be better off dead or of hurting yourself in some way”

NOTE: Often excluded in population settings where no resource to offer support to people who endorse this. Also cultural issues.

a) Views on the concepts that underlie the questions in the PHQ-9:

• Gut feeling is it should always be used. Safety plans if interview in person. Not hard to develop.
• Also other approaches. Can send out pre-emptive plans with resources but make it clear there isn't a way of responding in the moment of answering the question.
• Ethical implications of asking, but also ethical implications of not asking. People think it might increase suicidal thoughts by being asked, but evidence (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpr.2018.07.001
  https://doi.org/10.1016/j.psychres.2017.08.048
  https://doi.org/10.1080/13811118.2020.1793857) has found the opposite (more common to report less distress (relief) than more after being asked)

b) Views on how well these concepts are captured by the questions:

• Conflates suicidal ideation with self-harm ideation which can be quite different. Also doesn’t assess duration or intensity.

c) Experience of using these questions with different populations:

• Big cultural issues eg risk of involuntary psychiatric holds etc (and religion/legality points mentioned above) may lead to non-response.
ADAPTATIONS REPORTED BY CMA MEMBERS

- The coupling of overeating with undereating, as well as oversleeping with undersleeping is problematic in Ethiopia because of the connotations of oversleeping with laziness and overeating with greed. Particularly a problem if ‘negative’ extreme is second, and if aural rather than reading on the page as the second example stands out more. This makes the respondent less likely to endorse the statement, so CMA member reports splitting them. They report that whilst this causes some difficulties in the field for scoring, it does work (scale formatted in this way demonstrated to be valid in Ethiopia and Ghana).

- By adding the functioning criteria in the form of the 10th item of the PHQ-9, some CMA members reported that they find that is a better way of operationalizing a case rather than running the algorithm and prioritizing the core symptoms.

- Can break scale responses into yes/no, then (if yes) level, in the context of older adults in rural Indonesia, and in Ethiopia and Ghana.

- It is critical to identify pattern variations in context, such as a group responding under famine conditions vs high income middle class. Is that contextual data being collected, mandatory and what data do we need to correctly interpret variations?

- Not clear specifying time period matters: One CMA member reported that when comparing scales head-to-head, some using present state, some asking about symptoms over the last month, they all perform the same against a gold standard criterion of MDD. One CMA member reported from one of their studies “when we asked about the 2 week scale and how people answered it - several said that it was mostly driven by how they were feeling on the day of the interview/assessment”. They noted that in their experience, people tend to rapidly answer the items and do not do much interpretation. They make a rough estimate of the days. This may be why different scales work similarly.
ADVICE FOR THE DIRECTION OF THE COMMON MEASURES INITIATIVE

- If it is decided that the PHQ-9 isn’t a good instrument going forward... we should not feel like we have to throw away legacy data. Some items might become less useful for comparisons. Could also create cross-walking studies to relate new data from different measures to those collected with legacy tools.

- PHQ-9 can already be scored on the PROMIS metric, which defines depression more precisely with emotional and cognitive symptoms (but doesn’t have eg sleep). This would allow us to work between measures, including legacy data (but then have to do x-cultural work with PROMIS).

- Cross-walking has been done, enabling us to relate new data from different measures to data collected with legacy tools: e.g. https://doi.org/10.1037/a0035768.

- Changing items in the scale may require revalidating the whole thing, which may not be in the remit of the initiative. (but some disagreement; that eg splitting an item may not invalidate the scale).

- Some combined items are problematic in different cultures, splitting these items can improve appropriateness, potentially without requiring full revalidation.

- Splitting questions may be fine in terms of psychometrics (not aware of this having been empirically tested) - but when wording is changed (even slightly) we often see major differences in item responses, discrimination, etc.

- Cultural differences are a problem when comparing scores between different cultures but aren’t much of a problem within a population, if everyone does the same error. There seems to be very little work on the impact of statistical differences of scales across cultures. Is it a problem or not? (DEPRESSD project found that doing fancy latent modelling with weights didn’t make a difference)

- It is critical to identify pattern variations in context, such as a group responding under famine conditions vs high income middle class. Is that contextual data being collected, mandatory and what data do we need to correctly interpret variations? Also relevant to functioning – measures need to map together to provide the relevant context.
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